This is the third in a sequence of papers on parallel algorithms for adaptive quadrature. The primary aim is to study the rate of convergence achieved by such algorithms. Here we prove that a specific algorithm (computer program) achieves the optimal rate of convergence which has been established by the previous papers. More specifically, under certain reasonable hypotheses, it is proved that this program terminates with a quadrature estimate within the prescribed input accuracy requirement and that this estimate is computed with a number of integrand evaluations of a specified order as the accuracy requirement goes to zero. Since operational parallel computers are still rare, the program is given in a pseudo-Fortran for a hypothetical true (multiple instruction stream, multiple data stream) parallel computer. A simulation shows that this algorithm has a reasonable speed-up, although it is not optimal in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
This is the third in a sequence of papers on parallel algorithms for adaptive quadrature. The primary aim is to study the rate of convergence achieved by such algorithms. The speed-up achieved by parallelism has been a secondary topic but will be the primary topic of further studies.
Our goal is to prove that a specific algorithm (computer program) achieves a certain rate of convergence. The proof is developed in a top-down approach with three levels. The first [31 is a convergence theorem valid for all algorithms represented by a general metalgorithm. This theorem is very much like the traditional mathematical theorems of numerical analysis. The second level [ 4 ] involves a much more specific metalgorithm with 32 detailed attributes assumed. I t is shown that any algorithm represented by this metalgorithm achieves the rate of convergence established by the first level theorem. A significant change in the nature of the second level theorem is from mathematical convergence to algorithmic convergence. Thus it is shown that any algorithm from this metalgorithm will 2 J.R. Rice terminate with a quadrature estimate accurate to within a prescribed input requirement. The amount of computation (measured in integrand evaluations) required is given by the convergence result. The present third level gives a specific computer program (for a hypothetical computer described later) and shows that it has all the 32 attributes assumed by the second level metalgorithm. We then conclude that the convergence result applies to this specific program.
It is important to note that the convergence result establishecl is exceptionally strong and illustrates the surprising power of adaptive quadrature. Results of this type were first established in [-2] and say, roughly, that adaptive algorithms integrate functions with a finite number of singularities as efficiently as comparable traditional numerical methods integrate smooth functions. See Sections 5 and 6 for a precise technical statement.
Note that the convergence theorem established requires, as a part of its proof, a proof that the program is correct. The approach to proving program correctness used here is the one traditional to mathematics. We first identify the obvious and not-so-obvious arguments involved. We then state that the obvious arguments are, in fact, obvious and present detailed explanations for the not-so-obvious ones. Since we must establish 32 attributes of a longish program, a complete proof would be too long and too boring to present. Thus we assume the reader becomes familiar enough with the program so that he can recognize those facts about it which are obvious. Further comments about the proof are made at the end of the paper.
The program is written in a pseudo-Fortran which is believed to be unambiguously defined. The nonstandard Fortran constructions used are described in the program comments.
The hypothetical computer for executing this program has a number of general purpose processors capable of executing an arbitrary Fortran program. We make the following specific assumptions about this computer:
1. The arithmetic is exact. 2. The size of memory is unlimited. requires three statements of time to execute: one for the test and two for whichever clause is executed.
A crucial element of any parallel program is the control of access to critical information, which in this case is the interval collection and the area and bound estimates. The access mechanism used in this program depends essentially on the timing of certain segments of code. While the above assumption about the execution time is obviously unrealistic, it serves the purpose here. In any real parallel computer one would make adjustments in the mechanism based on the actual execution times for the relevant code segments.
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Section 2 presents the program PAFAQ (Parallel Algorithm For Adaptive Quadrature) and the metalgorithm from [-4 ]. The objective is to show that PAFAQ is represented by this metalgorithm. Section 3 contains a set of obvious or easy results. Section 4 presents the analysis of the parallel execution features of the program, and Section 5 presents the numerical analysis of bounds and area estimation. Section 6 contains the main results and some discussion of their implications.
THE METALGORITHM AND THE PROGRAM PAFAQ
For the sake of completeness we reproduce the metalgorithm of ['4] in Figure 1 . Then the program PAFAQ follows.
The 32 specific attributes assumed for the programs represented by this metalgorithm are as follows.
A. Attributes of MAIN-CPU1
1. Assigns the value of NCPU. 2. Enables the other CPUs. 3 . Initializes all control variables to be false and all numerical variables to be zero.
PROCESSOR PROGRAMS

Sets the number of CPUs and mltmtes them
Reads problem defimtmn and controls algorithm
Imtlahzes vamables of the algorithm
I P = I TO NCPU
Controls the interval processing, the estimation of areas and bounds, and the access to the interval collection
Obtains an interval for the processor from the interval collection
Computes areas, bounds, and assocmted quantltms
Obtains access to the unallocated memory and locates places to insert completed intervals into the collection Inserts the completed mtervals mto the mterval collection An inspection of AREAS shows that it only assigns values to variables indexed by IP and that it (including its two subprograms TRIANGL and SPECIAL) is a straight-line program. F(x) is evaluated exactly once by AREAS and this is the only subprogram that evaluates F(x) (i.e. q --1 in Attribute 5 of AREAS) except for the algorithm initialization in BEGINQ.
Attribute 5 of QGET and Attribute 7 of QPUT are the same; one inspects the list of variables assigned values to see that QGET and QPUT do not affect any information about an interval other than its status in the algorithm.
Finally, QPUT is seen to have Attribute 4 by virtue of two statements near the end of the critical section of QPUT. This concludes the proof.
In the remainder of this section we establish that the program has a variety of attributes which are considered easy but not obvious.
LEMMA 3. PROOF. These two attributes are the same and an inspection of QGET and QPUT indicates that their domains of action only intersect in the variables LEADER, INEXT, and INQUEUE. The situation where QPUT assigns a value to LEADER is analyzed in more detail in Section 4, but even so it is readily apparent that no conflict can occur. That is, QPUT can modify LEADER only if its current value is LIMQ (which indicates the queue is empty) and QGET cannot reach the critical section when the value of LEADER is LIMQ.
The only modification of INEXT by QPUT that could affect QGET is that of LEADER. However, QPUT modifies INEXT only for intervals assigned to CPUs or ones newly created by subdivision. None of these can be the queue leader, so no conflict occurs here. A similar argument shows that INQUEUE cannot lead to a conflict; this concludes the proof. PaooF. The critical section of QPUT contains three IF statements, one for each possibility of returning intervals. One possibility is that no intervals are returned and no action is required in this case. Note that this program does not do any garbage collection in memory, so the program loses the use of memory space of an interval when both halves are discarded.
If one interval is returned, then it is placed in the memory used by its predecessor ar_d this interval is made the end of the queue.
If two intervals are returned, then QPUT extends the memory allocated to the collection (LASTQ marks the extent of this memory), updates the links INEXT for the queue, and moves the end of the queue to the newly created queue position (i.e. NQ = LASTQ). This concludes the proof.
CONFLICTS AND DELAYS DUE TO PARALLEL EXECUTION
This section deals with the fundamental question of integrity of the interval collection during the multiple, unsynchronized access by various interval processors. The main responsibility for maintaining this integrity is taken by the subprograms QPUT and QGET and, in particular, the algorithm at the beginning of each of them. We begin with some technical lemmas about the mechanism to control this access. PROOF. We list in Table I the statements executed by CPU(INSIDE), the CPU currently in the critical section, and by CPU(IP), the CPU processing the Kth interval. An examination of the program shows that the shortest time lapse occurs in the case given in Table I (we use the statements from QGET here).
An examination of QPUT shows that the critical section has at least 6 statements to execute (compared to 5 for QGET) but does not have one of the statements in the waiting section. This establishes the first conclusion.
A similar table for the time required for the interval with priority to reach the critical section is given as Table II. This table shows PROOF. We consider two cases for the CPU processing this interval. In case 1 the CPU (denoted by IP) is continually finding QFREE to be false. In case 2 the CPU has found QFREE to be true along with the processor INSIDE, but it did not gain access to the critical section. An inspection shows that in the second case the CPU cannot change NEXTQ or NEXTT faster than in the first case. Likewise, the second case cannot generate a longer time lapse because by the time QFREE is set true this processor has already exited to the group of CPUs testing QFREE. Thus we need only consider the first case here; Table III shows the situation where the fastest change occurs for QGET. Again the critical section for QPUT executes at least one more statement but the waiting portion has one less statement. This establishes the first conclusion.
The situation for the longest time lapse possible for CPU-IP to enter the critical section is shown in Table IV PROOF. We first consider the possibility that two CPUs are idle and designated as having priority, i.e. that they will enter the critical section as soon as WAITING or TAILING is set false. During a period while NEXTQ or NEXTT is fixed, it is clear that only one CPU can achieve this status. Thus the only possibility to have two CPUs in this status is for one to achieve it, then have NEXTQ or NEXTT change and another achieve it before the first has entered the critical section. The first possible uncertainty revolves about WAITING and TAILING, which are critical values but which have not been protected by an elaborate mechanism. Such a mechanism is not required because at most two CPUs can simultaneously (or nearly simultaneously) process WAITING and TAILING. This is seen from Table V where we display the statements executed by the CPU-INSIDE and the CPU with IP = NEXTQ (we consider QGET here for concreteness).
When t = 0 in this match-up between statements we see that WAITING is tested by INSIDE at the same time its value is changed by IP. This fact is detected by the test of QFREE, and CPU-IP exits the priority waiting loop. A similar exit occurs when t = 1, 2, or 3. If t ~ 4 then IP is not the priority CPU as the test at time t occurs after NEXTQ is changed.
If t ~ 0, we see that WAITING is set false after having been set true and CPU-IP gains access to the priority waiting loop. Then WAITING is set false and CPU-IP exits the priority waiting and enters the critical section within 4 statements. The CPU whose index is NEXTQ, as set in statement 3, can start to enter the priority waiting loop so both are not in the loop simultaneously.
The other possible uncertainty may occur if NEXTQ is changed, a CPU enters the priority waiting loop, then NEXTQ is changed again and another admitted before the first can leave the priority waiting loop and enter the critical section. It is seen from Lemma 4.1 that a change of NEXTQ requires that at least 10 10 J.R. Rice statements be executed while the exit from the priority waiting loop requires at most 2 statements. This establishes the first conclusion of the lemma.
An examination of QGET and QPUT shows that the critical section can only be entered from the priority waiting loop or from the "gate" governed by QFREE or TFREE. The two programs are essentially identical in operation and, for concreteness, we only consider QGET here. Entry into the critical section is allowed by the CPU exiting it when it sets QFREE true or WAITING false. If WAITING is set false, only one CPU can start execution of the critical section because only one CPU is executing the priority waiting loop. If QFREE is set true then there is no CPU in the priority waiting loop and if one enters just before QFREE is set true then, as shown above, it exits the priority waiting loop. This CPU may attempt to enter the critical section in this case only via the normal route. An arbitrary number of CPUs may start to enter and each of them sets QFREE false so that a group of CPUs is executing the code almost simultaneously. Each sets IDQ equal to the CPU's index and then delays one statement. Since all the CPUs of the group are within one statement of one another in executing the program, there is an instance when all are executing the CON-TINUE statement and the value of IDQ is that of the last CPU to set it. This last CPU is the only one where the test IDQ.NE.IP is false. This CPU enters the critical section and all others exit to statement 20 where the test for identifying the priority CPU is made. All those that fail this test rejoin the CPUs competing for access to the queue. One CPU might entel the priority waiting loop at statement 20, but it is easily seen that that CPU would stay there until the CPU with access to the critical section exits from the critical ~ection. This concludes the proof.
COROLLARY. The program PAFAQ has Attribute 1 of QGET and QPUT. PROOF. The corollary follows directly from Lemma 4.3 for QPUT. In the case of QGET there is the additional condition that the LEADER of the queue exist and be available for assignment. If this condition is not satisfied, it is seen that a CPU executing the priority waiting loop continues to wait in an idle loop until the LEADER is available. All CPUs attempting to gain initial access to the critical section execute an idle loop as long as the LEADER is unavailable and, once it becomes available, they behave as described in Lemma 4.3. THEOREM 4.1. The program PAFAQ has Attribute 3 of QGET and QPUT. PROOF. Let the CPU which attempts to gain access have index IPX. We consider only the case of QGET because the one for QPUT is essentially identical. It is readily seen that each CPU that exits the critical section increments NEXTQ by 1 modulo NCPUq-1. Thus it is clear that whenever NCPU CPUs have executed the critical section, the variable NEXTQ will have taken on all values from 1 to NCPU. It remains to show that whenever NEXTQ=IPX then the CPU IPX does enter the priority waiting loop and thence enters the critical section.
It follows from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 that the shortest time lapse between changes of NEXTQ is 10 statements. When the variable NEXTQ is set to IPX, then CPU IPX will be attempting to gain access without being in the priority waiting loop. It might achieve access when QFREE is set true, which would occur in 6 statements. In this case CPU IPX would achieve access within the specified time without entering the priority waiting loop.
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We now need to know the longest time lapse possible for CPU IPX to enter the priority waiting loop. If this time lapse is less than the smallest possible time lapse between changes in NEXTQ, then we have established the theorem. The situation giving the longest time lapse is shown in Table VI .
The longest time lapse for IPX to enter the priority waiting loop is thus 10 statements, but it is seen from Lemma 4.2 that NEXTQ cannot be changed before time 13 (a time lapse of 11 statements). We also see from Table III that WAITING cannot be tested before time 11 and thus WAITING is set false by the CPU which does gain access to the critical section. This concludes the proof. THEOREM 4.2. The program PAFAQ has Attribute 6 of QGET and Attribute 8 of QPUT.
PROOF. These two attributes have almost been established during the preceding proofs. Thus from the proof of Theorem 4.1 we know that the delay between the exit of one CPU from QGET (on QPUT) and the entry of another to the critical section is quite short. Further we have seen that no CPU is blocked from access to the critical sections of QGET and QPUT. The only delay of uncertain magnitude is in QGET which may be caused when the queue is empty (LEADER = LIMQ) or the LEADER has not yet been inserted into the interval collection (INQUEUE-(LEADER) is false).
We claim that the total time to execute the subprogram MAIN for CPU-IP is bounded by the sum of the following times: Suppose now that the interval collection is empty. Then all intervals must be assigned to processors (otherwise the algorithm is terminated) and thus for some CPU we have execution occurring in or after the critical section of QGET. This CPU then proceeds to execute AREAS and starts to execute QPUT. Either it or another CPU then gains access to the available memory. However, the CPU that gains access might not return any intervals to the collection and thus not designate a new LEADER. Even so, the other CPUs which are processing intervals gain access to the available memory and may return an interval. If none of them do (all intervals are discarded) then the algorithm termination criterion is met. Otherwise one of them does obtain space for an interval and proceeds to execute INSERT. There are only NCPU processors; so unless the computation terminates successfully, within a fixed time the test of LEADER = LIMQ is made and a new LEADER is assigned. As soon as INSERT terminates the queue leader is unblocked, INQUEUE(LEADER) is true and execution proceeds. This concludes the proof.
We may summarize the results of this section by saying that there are no indefinite delays in the execution of PAFAQ. Every delay made in order to avoid conflicts from parallel execution is bounded in length by some constant times NCPU. 
w ( x ) --I I ( x -8,) i--I (i) xo ~ S implies that f"(x) is continuous in a neighborhood of xo. (ii) There are constants g and a > 0 so that l f"(x) l _~ g l w(x)1 "-2. (iii) f(x) has a finite number of inflection points. (iv) f(x) has no cusps. (v) The minimum separation between singularities and/or inflection points is
CHARF. The limitation implied by part (iv) of this assumption is for the sake of simplicity. One could, as indicated in [23, expand the subprogram AREAS to accommodate cusps.
The first step is to locate the inflection points.
LFEMMA. 5.1. Let f(x) satisfy Assumption 1. Every subinterval which might contain an inflection point has I N F L E C T not zero and every interval with I N F L E C T zero has no inflection point.
PROOF. First consider BEGINQ where the interval [A,B] is partitioned in subintervals of length CHARF/5 and the broken line interpolant to f(x) is found. Specifically, the cotangent COTAN(K) of the Kth line segment is computed and then the monotonicity of the sequence COTAN(K) is checked. It is easily seen geometrically that any set of three intervals where monontonieity is absent contains an inflection point. The assumption that the partition is in intervals of CHARF/5 insures that only one inflection point is contained in any such set of intervals and that such sets do not overlap. After the iteration 200 is terminated, all the center intervals of such sets are marked with INFLECT = CENTER and INFLECT --LEFT or RIGHT on the appropriate sides of these center intervals. Thus we have established the lemma to be correct for the initial situation.
An examination of PAFAQ shows that INFLECT is thereafter changed only in the subprogram SPECIAL of AREAS. There is a technical violation of Attribute 4 of AREAS in this subprogram because the value of INFLECT might be changed for neighboring intervals during the execution of SPECIAL. This violation does not invalidate the effectiveness and correctness proof for two reasons. First, if an interval has started being processed with one value of INFLECT and then a change of CENTER to LEFT or RIGHT or of L E F T / R I G H T to 0 is made at some point, no error results. Specifically, such a change could only affect SPECIAL PROOF. An inspection of AREAS shows that the proportional error distribution is used, that is, BOUNDR and BOUNDL are always compared to DISCARD* DX = EPS*DX/(B--A). This is equivalent to having ERROR of Assumption 2 equal to BOUND(I) divided by DX. Those intervals with BOUND less than DISCARD*DX are identified and counted in AREAS.
The condition of Attribute 2 that intervals be shorter than CHARF is implemented in BEGINQ by the initial partitioning of the interval [-A,B]. This concludes the proof.
The key point of this section is that PAFAQ computes true bounds on the errors in the trapezoidal rule. Figures 2 and 3 PROOF. There are two distinct situations. When the interval is known not to contain an inflection point, then the quadrature error is bounded by the area of the triangle as shown in Figure 2 . The program computes this area using the function TRIANGL and assigns this value to the bounds when INFLECT is zero. When the interval might contain an inflection point, then the quadrature error is still bounded by the area of a triangle when INFLECT is LEFT or RIGHT (see Figure 3 ). If INFLECT is CENTER, then the quadrature error is bounded by the area of a quadrilateral (actually a trapezoid). These calculations are carried out in SPECIAL using the functions TRIANGL and QUADRIL. PROOF. Since no inflection point is involved, the function f(x) is convex or concave in the Ith interval, and hence BOUND (I) is again the area of the bounding triangle. It is clear that f'(x) cannot be infinite except at an inflection point or at the endpoints. Thus the worst discontinuity that can occur in such an interval is a jump discontinuity of f' (x). For d sufficiently small we see that at most one such singularity exists in the Ith interval or its two neighbors.
Let 0 be the jump in f'(x) in these intervals and for d sufficiently small we have that the total variations in if(x) in these intervals is bounded by 20. As in the proof of Lemma 5.3 we may assume that FRIGHT(I) -FLEFT(I) = 0 and Now consider one of the three intervals near an inflection point with INFLECT(I) # 0. We may assume that d is small enough thatf'(x) is oi constant sign in these three intervals (including the possibility that I f'(x)l = oo at the inflection point). In each of these three intervals it is seen that the triangle area or quadrilateral area used in computing BOUND(I) has its area bounded by d times the difference in the f(x) values at the two endpoints of the intervals. Assumption 1 implies that this difference is at most Kd" and consequently we have BOUND(I) ~ Kd "+~ and this concludes the proof.
We now recall Assumption 2 from [-4] concerning error estimates and state it in the particular situation of this paper. The use of comparisons of BOUND (I) with DISCARD * DX rather than merely DISCARD makes these two relations equivalent to ERROR(x,k) ~ k I]"(x) l #, ERROR(x,k) ~ kd" as given in [--4] .
ASSUMPTION 2. Consider the I-th interval of length d. There are constants K and a (the same as in Assumption 1) so that when d < CHARF5 we have ( i) if the I-th interval contains no singularities then BOUND(I) <__ K [ f" ( x) [ d 3, ( ii) if the I-th interval contains a singularity then BOUND(I) ~ Kd "+t.
The objective is, of course, to show that if f(x) satisfies Assumption 1 then the computed values of BOUND satisfy Assumption 2. The preceding lemmas achieve this in essence but there are three technicalities. First, the analysis and program treat some intervals as containing singularities even when they do not contain singularities. Second, the analysis restricts the length d in ways other than the separation of singularities and inflection points. Third, a larger constant may be required than given in Assumption 1. Thus we introduce the following terminology. Note that this terminology still leaves us with a finite number of intervals containing a singularity and K is still finite because the number of jump discontinuities in ft(x) is finite and CHARF5 is still positive.
TERMINOLOGY. We say that the I-th interval contains a singularity if it (i) is an end interval, (ii) has I N F L E C T ( I ) ~ O, or (iii) contains an actual singularity off(x). We take CHARF5 to be the smallest value required in the above proofs, namely, one-fifth of the minimum of (i) the separation between singular points and~or inflection points (equal to CHARF), (ii) the distance of inflection or singular points to the end of the interval (unless the endpoint is itself a singularity). The value of K in Assumption 1 is increased, if necessary, to be larger than 2 (for Lemma
We now state a crucial result concerning the effectiveness of this program. THEOREM 5.3.
With the terminology introduced above we have that if f(x) satisfies Assumption 1 then the computed values of BOUND(I) satisfy Assumption 2.
PROOF. Theorem 5.1 and its corollary establish that PAFAQ computes the areas of the triangles and quadrilaterals correctly and correctly obtains values for local and global error estimates. Lemmas 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 establish that these error estimates satisfy Assumption 2 provided that f(x) satisfies Assumption 1.
We summarize the results of this section by the following corollary. COROLLARY. The program PAFAQ has Attributes 1, 2, and 3 of AREAS.
THE CORRECTNESS AND CONVERGENCE RESULT FOR PAFAQ
We first summarize one of the consequences of the analysis given in Section 5 by saying that the program is correct in the sense that it has the attributes to be represented by the parallel metalgorithm of [-4 ]. This fact is stated explicitly in the following theorem. T~EOREM 6.1. The program PAFAQ is represented by the parallel metalgorithm of [4] .
PROOF. In order to establish this we must show that the program has the structure specified by the metalgorithm and that the elements of this structure have the required attributes. A comparison of the description in [-4 ] with the program shows that the same structure is present and, in fact, the same names are used. Some subprograms of [-4] have been implemented by using additional subprograms (TRIANGL and SPECIAL), but this does not alter the situation.
To see that the attributes are present as specified, one has to check that all 32 of them have been established in the preceding three sections. This is in fact the case. Since PAFAQ is specific, certain variables in the metalgorithm description have constant values here. In particular we have q = 1 (in Attribute 5 of AREAS) and p = 2 in Assumption 1 about the integrand f(x). Assumption 1 is made more 
If N > NCPU 2 then the total computation time T~ f satisfies, for constants K1, Co, and C1 as defined in E4J,
TNf <_ KI[N*(4Co + 2CI*NCPU)/NCPU].
This theorem is very satisfactory in several ways. First, it specifies the result of the actual operation of the program, namely, the program will terminate and print out a result for which these estimates are valid. This is a substantial improvement over the more usual result of mathematical convergence which merely states that a program will eventually compute a number for which these estimates are valid. Second, it shows that the adaptive nature of the program enlarges the domain of efficiency of this program to include virtually all functions of interest in applications. Third, it shows explicitly the speed-up achieved by parallelism in the computation. The constant C~ equals t~ + t2, where tl is the maximum time in the critical parts of QPUT and QGET (17 statements). The time t~ is the time for one attempt at access to the queue. Under certain circumstances this latter time can be as much as 41 statements (the maximum execution time of INSERT). The time for an attempt otherwise is seen from Lemma 4.2 to be 6 statements. Thus the maximum valhe of C1 is on the order of 60 statements but the average value is likely to be 20 to 25 statements. These statements represent the portion of the computation which is not speeded up by the parallelism of the algorithm. The constant Co is seen to be substantially larger, about 100. For large values of NCPU this implies a speed-up of a factor of about 9.
The result is disappointing in that it shows that there is a definite limitation on the speed-up obtained from parallelism and that one must provide CHARF as input data to the program. The speed-up obtained here is not the best and deserves further analysis. On the other hand, it is not likely that the dependence on NCPU can be made better than (log NCPU)/NCPU. The input CHARF is essential to obtaining valid results from this (or any other) quadrature program. Without a knowledge of CHARF (or some equivalent information) there is no way to bound the error in the number returned by a quadrature program.
Finally, there are two other troublesome questions: Is the program actually correct? and How much computational efficiency has been sacrificed to obtain a Parallel Algorithms for Adaptive Quadrature Ul completely reliable program? It is now realized that the answer to the first question is (for any program): We do not know. Even so, there is a variety of program errors which the approach of this paper is not likely to detect. There are "clerical" errors and trivial omissions or oversights. Thus the program TRIANGL may be called TRIANGLE at some point and provisions might not be made for an input of EPS = --.001 (they are not in this case) or CHARF = IO00.*(B-A) (they are in this case). This variety of errors is much more likely to be detected by testing than by proving, and testing presents a problem for a program written in a nonstandard language for a hypothetical computer.
Some testing can be made in this case by using three approaches. First, the program can be translated into Fortran without much effort and executed in the usual sequential fashion. This does not test any of the parallelism of the algorithm, but it does check the initialization, the management of the data structure, and the numerical analysis subprograms. Second, the parallelism can be simulated for the Fortran version. The simulation is straightforward but tedious. One labels each Fortran statement and sets up an instruction counter for each CPU. One can then cycle through the CPUs executing one Fortran statement in each. The beginning of each subprogram is a large computed GOTO and a R E T U R N follows each statement executed in the algorithm. Special steps are required for subprogram calls and logical statements, but these are obvious. This approach was carried out on an earlier, more complex algorithm which allowed the number of CPUs to vary dynamically. Finally, one can translate the algorithm into a language which includes parallel simulation. Such language systems are primarily designed for modeling operating systems, but they may be quite suitable to test this program. One such language system is ASPOL available on CDC 6000 computers. Neither of these simulations gives truly asynchronous parallel operation as assumed in this paper. This approach has been carried out and a substantial number of tests made. The speed-up actually observed for several cases is shown in Figure 4 . The speed-up is quite acceptable for this small number of CPUs.
We conclude that the combination of detailed proof and substantial testing via simulation leads to a very high level of confidence in the correctness of the program.
The answer to the question about efficiency is not so satisfactory. Everyone, of course, realizes that high reliability must cost something in efficiency for routine integrands. Experiments show that the algorithm normally detects oscillations and obtains correct answers even if CHARF is omitted or is much too large. 51. This forces the program to use subintervals of length .004 everywhere even though they are unlikely to be required to be that short for most of the interval. The adaptive nature of the algorithm normally detects the peak and arrives at a much more logical choice of subintervals. However, there is then no way to avoid the exceptional case where fine oscillations are missed and incorrect results produced. CADRE [-1] is an example of an adaptive quadrature program which is almost certain to detect fine oscillations, but integrands can be constructed where it fails.
It is clear that one can gain efficiency by allowing the information provided about f(x) to be more detailed. This complicates the program development and use but, if well done, probably would result in a more satisfactory algorithm. 
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IF-THEN-ELSE ---IS USED (NOT COMPOUNDED) IN THE NATURAL WAY AND
FORMAT FREE I/O ---IS ASSUMED. THERE IS VERY LITTLE I/O.
MULTIPLE ASSIGNMENT
STATEMENTS ---ARE ALLOWED. 
VARIABLE DIMENSIONS ARE USED FOR ARRAYS
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C COMMON / COMMONK ) = A + K * D X I X L E F T (K) = XRIGHT(K) -DXI F R I G H T ( K ) = F ( X R I G H T ( K ) ) F L E F T (K) = F ( X L E F T ( K ) ) A E S T (K) = . 5 * D X I * ( F L E F T ( K ) + F R I G H T ( K ) ) A R E A = A R E A + A E S T ( K ) C O T A N (K) = D X I / ( F R~G H T ( K ) -F L E F T ( K ) ) IRIGHT(K) = K+I I L E F T (K) = K-I I N E X T (K) = K+I 100 C O N T I N U E FIX ITEMS F O R END I N T E R V A L S N O T S E T C O R R E C T L Y A B O V E ILEFT(1) = L I M Q I R I G H T ( N Q ) = L I M Q INEXT(NQ) = L I M Q C C S E C O N D S E T OF Q U A N T I T I E S F O R I N I T I A L I N T E R V A L S C O T L ( 1 ) = C O T R ( N Q ) = 0. I N F L E C T ( l ) = I N F L E C T ( N Q ) = 0 C D E T
E R M I N E I N T E R V A L S W H E R E C O T A N G E N T D I F F E R E N C E S C H A N G E S I G N C T H E S E A R E C E N T E R I N T E R V A L S O F T R I P L E T W H I C H M A Y H A V E I N F L E C T I O N
C T H I S E Q U A L I T Y T E S T A S S U M E S E X A C T A R I T H M E T I C I F ( A B S ( C O T L ( K ) -C O T R ( K ) )
.EQ.
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E S T A R T T H E P R O C E S S G O TO
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F L E F T ( I A I ) -F M I D ( I P ) ) B O U N D R ( I P ) = T R I A N G L ( C O T A N L ( I P ) , C O T A N R ( I P ) , C O T R ( I A I ) , D X ( I P ) , F M I D ( I P ) -F R I G H T ( I A I ) ) INFL(IP
) = 0 U S E S P E C I A L F O R M U L A S C A L L S P E C I A L ( C O T L ( I A I ) , C O T A
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• J.R. Rice H A V E E N T E R E D G A T E TO T H E TAIL, N O W C L O S E IT B E H I N D US. 40 T F R E E = .FALSE. IDT = IP D E L A Y 1 S T A T E M E N T C O N T I N U E C H E C K TO S E E IF T H I S W A S THE L A S T C P U TO S E T IDT IF NOT, R E T U R N TO C O M P E T I T I O N F O R T A I L A C C E S S IF( IDT
R E A S S I G N THE Q U E U E L E A D E R IF THE Q U E U E W A S E M P T Y I F ( I R E T U R N ( I P )
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